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Aphrodite Named TSARUS
'Man' of 1985

February, 1986

Study Shows Condoms Block
HTLV-III Virus

A near capacity crowd ents of the award and There is now no ques- Researchers used ranat The Alternative wit- co-editor of Gaze.
tion; condoms block the domly selected condoms
nessed the second annual Cook said that without AIDS virus. The result purchased at local drugs
TSARUS Man of the Aphrodite's efforts, the of the first study try- stores. Three of the
Year award go to the wo-entire
Gay community ing to force the AIDS five brands were latex
men's organization Aph-would be poorer. "These virus through condoms condoms
while
the
rodite January 10.
are hard working, com- has provided conclusive others were a natural
Don Greisheimer, TSAR- mitted women," he said, proof
that a condom membrane condom and a
US president, made the Cook noted their contri- will completely
block synthetic membrane conannouncement after not- bution this year of es- the virus.
dom. They were fitted
ing that the term "man" tablishing
"Unity
for The University of Cali- onto a large syringe,
was never intended to Life," a special blood fornia - San Francisco Tbe researchers then
indicate gender in this assurance program for researchers used five attempted to pump a flucontext.
those in the Gay com- brands of condoms, made id containing the AIDS
Aphrodite was lauded munity who, for what- 0f three different ma- virus through the condom
for its efforts over the ever reason, cannot give terials. All completely material.
In °ne case, condoms
years in providing food blood.
blocked the virus.
and
clothing to the Proceeds of the awards AIDS prevention cam- were "pumped,' then susneedy in the community, dinner,
approximately paigns have long promocompanionship for inva- $500 ? were donated to a ted the use of condoms

Ponded in a beaker for
30 minutes,, The beaker
contained an uncontammated culture fluid. In
no case did the virus
escape from the infected
to the culture
fluid.
This research proves
that using condoms, us
mg them carefully, and
using them every time
you have sex, will elfectively
prevent
the
transmission
ot
the
m
Conant
said,

Southern Baptist Claims AIDS
S VCnSCaUCC

o^the CAIP to End °A I DS pient's^ choosing. This
the6 basis of^intui-Committee, and
their year, as last, ATE AC tion and logic. No prer
successful
fundraising was designated as the vious studies had been .
~
V
efforts on behalf o? recipient of the money, conducted with> HTLV-- Jg VjOQ
many causes.
Accnrdinc to an ADhro- III. UG aids researcn
C7
Featured speakers in Site sAespersonT the er Dr. Marcus Conant
eluded B.J. Hefner, an money will establish a said,
It was time to
^resident
of
the
Aphrodite charter mem- fund within ATE AC to put some science under
The' Pres£Xt 0lc™f
h,r and
nnd Allen
A l l e n Cook.
p r a n t s -in-aid to the message.
South
P
+v.Qt
ber,
Cook, one nrnvide
provide grants-in-aid
vontion
believes
that
of last year's recipi- FWA's.
AIDS was sent by God to
hfs disoleasure" over Africa's af
ceptance of the homosex•* •
nitarian uiu
ual lifestyle.
A congregational meet- new Memphis church body Wees to the: Unitarian
mestjjie.^

MCC Memphis Closes Doors
resujicu i.i
^Tiffin

sr ss:»

SrS
— tep

8

gense of direction.
been dis continue a, ana
" memhers
Indeed, some other church property is be ng ^^ch
mejDers

Community

B&teT&sr&g
Rev. Steve Quesnel, Palm-Leis said
t'jink '"ur

r*sjrzrAzzi
»„vohd

SVsi

pr,or t0

Hudson who died of AIDS
^ 0(jtober# „It,s al_
most as
as if
most
if he's
he's become
become
more heroic dying of
AIDS with all the pubUeity he's gotten. It's
like there was nothing
bad about it," he said,
"Homosexuality
has
"Homosexuality
has

says come an acceptable lifes y
^
minds
Df

"Maybe Sources told
that style a%rdi^
Gaze
|o scriP- years
t h o District O f f i c e o f t u r e , a n d I believe t h a ta
g

100,
N

years
o

t

his displeasure and his one caseoi^ AID^ has
attitude" toward
that been reported in the Gay
form
of
lifestyle, female community which
We have to think of SEh we> t^SSS}
caused" hy IV

Hichflnd temporarily was with a stronger church.# rtViiit,rth
group to gain new mem
bers and provide a^
;& o
^Quesnel °said the group plagued the
,„wh
become
recent years.
RS
which h
has
become the
tbe recent
years, Inn 1983,,
Ur™
core ofI tne
the cnurcn
church was
»"«=> ^?.dW
,w,~
_ . . and
exhausted,
and
it
building
on Central an
simply
was
;
cease operations in or
der to "give them some
time to rest."
.
Quesnel is optimistic
that v/ithin a year
a

as a

ago

o
.
f MS bejkst

in

Momnhis

a

g* ajranw? a-*to accept>

he

said RevfQuesnel!^"Our The preacher indicated
saici
£ disma
yed with
he
^oDletiev.
need to recharge
he wa
was
dismayed
with
6 tattertes
the*
Central
thpir
batteries 'bj
DV "ifgiv- the
uie Public's
puuiik: a response to
vy
the death of actor Rock
theme & rest<„

I—
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ment on the fact t]jat in
Africa
Africa AIDS
AlDb is
is primar
primarUy
-- j a heterosexual disease.
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What Legislation Can't Do
and but they didn't have the told the story of a wo- If we could only take
up money to put their kids man who was constantly their children away at
S

1_

1„

fi^ooinn^

h«
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$110—Space in cabin <v«
limited)
$85 to S100 Sliding Scat

Iiai» birth

but situation
"where
they
The Civil Rights Act estranged
took their children out
was couia
could
form their own
own
of the public school sys- may
have
guaranteed little
or
nothing was
iorm
terns. In the end, racial Blacks that their lives done because it was a opinions, we might come
by John Stilwell
integration
was
not wouldn't be in danger, "domestic dispute." The up with a society of
As we celebrated Mar- achieved and the concept that
their
unalienable woman sued the city s pretty decent people,
tin
Luthor
King,
Jr. of
"neighborhood rights would be protec- police department after
But let s get back to
Day, I thought about schools"
was lost as ted, and even guaranteed an incident where her reality.
ihe
Diggest
what his dream had been children spent time be- that a certain number of husband brutally stabbed thing standing in tne
and what had been accom- ing bussed all over ci- Blacks would be hired to her. New legislation or way or Gay Rights legiplished
towards
that ties.
achieve
certain quotas at least new police pol- slation,
which
Blacks
end.
He
dreamed
of
You will hear all kinds of Black to white em- icies seem to be in the didn't have to race, is
white children and Black of excuses to validate ployees but it couldn't works to prevent this that no one wants to lechildren going to school these chdrch schools, do a thing about peo- sort of thing from hap- gitmatize our existence
together
in peace and but the pure and simple pie's minds. You won't pening again. But in the by passing laws
that
harmony. Everything has fact is that the wealthy hear
someone
call a mean time, a woman has guarantee us basic human
been done to accomplish whites didn't want their Black person "nigger" to been
traumatized
as rigjits. We remain as a
that dream and all to no children
to
attend their
face,
but
you well
as
physically bad joke on Mother Naavail.
Legislation
was school with Black chil- still hear that word fre- scarred and impaired for ture, and one of the lew
passed,
communities dren. The poor and mid- quently
used
behind the rest of her life.
groups that it is still
were
forced to adopt die class whites didn't their backs. Parents are I mention it to demon- okay to hate and desbussing to achieve a ra- want their children at- still passing on their strate the callous dis- pise.
cial balance and all our, tending
school
with hatred and bigotry to regard
for human life
Sometime in the tuGod-fearing,
Bible- Black children either, their children, and no that seems to be prevail- ture, Gay Rights legi_amount of legislation or ing in our society to- slation will be passed,
bussing or anything else day. The AIDS epidemic We will finally be reis going to stop that.
and the comments it has cognized as human beings
Fven if Gay Rights leg- elicited only illustrate like everyone else and
islation is passed, Gays the utter contempt and deserving of the same
will be faced with that disregard that much of basic
human
rights,
same problem. We can society has for us. They Then
the real battle
be legally protected and really think that we are will begin - the battle
guaranteed certain human somewhat less than hu- to erase all the fear,
Box 3038, Memphis, Tennessee 3SV73-003B. Phone t.901") 454-14 ' rights, hut no amount of man and deserve to die. hate, and ignorance that
(evenings)
legislation is going to And the worst offenders exists in the minds of
change people and their are the Bible-based, tra- the people.
Gaze is non-profit and produced by volunteers. We assume no liability minds.
A
nigger
will ditional families headed
Hey! Nobody said it
for claims made by advertisers. Appearance in this publication is not an still be a nigger and a by hypocrites who teach was going to be easy!
indication of sexualorientation of identity. Wewelcome materialssubmitted fag will still be a fag.
hate and bigotry along
1
A
J
by readers but reserve the right
to edit or reject suchmaterials. Subscrip
A recent" 20/20
feature with the Bible
and God.
""Mi
—"
lible an
""

isn't it time that some
one opened another large
bar so that we can all
gather at a large club
once again without being
overseen
by
mafiosi
Letters should be asshort as possibleand must be
signed. Names will be withheld by request but
goons
lurking in the
anonymous letters will not be published. Mail to
corners and behind the
Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
bars.
have gotten to George's
, u,
r~*~
LWeiY
c
Surely,
the
Coopers
by about 9:30PM on Fri don't think the GAY comday and Saturday so that munitvJ
is ignorant
1A7P nan
r»
, _ , « ° s i_ _
r»
a/table in Thank God for the other
anSdeVirare0fconcyernedna- f£ntCanf
bout what oStions re u * °l ^he sta?e " on~ GAY owned and operated
8
no
ta
ta
ed
main within the GAY to tw
1
,
P bars
in
Memphis and
g, 8ble
at Good
communTtv as far as Ae front
h
Luck,
George's,
ET scenl.
"RESEIVED^OR STFVT With y0Ur neW -^WAS
WAS
For the J,ast several COOPEIl^ AND PArVy," £^®Senien^»
"

MEMORIAL
DAY WEEKEND
MAY23 -26, 1986

THE WASHINGTON SISTERS
45 WOMEN VOICES OF TH

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR

• MARGARET SLOAN-HUNTER
(FOUNDING EDITOR,
NEW ADDITION

200 beautiful wooded acres, private camp, cabins,
large lake, tennis courts, in the N.E. GEORGIA
MOUNTAINS (80 miles north of Atlanta)
' TICKETS — 350 cabin spaces available (showers & toilets in cabins). Cabins hold 12-24
women (bunk beds) $110.Camping 4 days $85-$100- sliding scale (if working PLEASEpay
top of scale).Camping 3days (Sat.,Sun. &Mon.-very limited)$70-$75 sliding scale.Children 8
and under free; 9-16,$20 to help defray foodcosts. All children MUSTbe pre-registered for
childcare by April 20th.U.S. currency only. NOPERSONAL CHECKS afterApril 20th. Money
order, certified check, cash only. For tickets, send self-addressed, legal size, stamped
envelope to: SWMCF, 13514 Hart Street, Van Nuys, CA91405 (818) 904-9495.
ABOVE TICKET PRICESINCLUDE: 4 days 43 nightsof music, comedy,lectures, workshops,
crafts show, raquetball,basketball, tennis, swimming,dance every nighthot showers, camp
ing, food 4 FUN!
Concerts interpreted for hearing impaired. Foodand childcare provided. (NOOVER NIGHT
childcare, 'POTTY-TRAINED' only). Boysunder 10 welcome.There will besome Woman-Only
space. Craftswomen invited to display. No dogs permitted, except seeing eye or hearing
impaired (must be registered).
WORKSHOPS a, DAY STAGE
We encourage women todo workshops. Shareprofessional skills, differentcultures, interests,
etc.
If you wishto be listed inthe program senda short descriptionof your workshopor if you wish
to play on the day stage send a tape. Send thesealong with your ticket order by April 20th.
Festival ENDS Monday, 3 P.M.

GEORGE'S

Box3038

Reader Upset

havVfomd thTp?esenw "on^revVhafethe6col?- coolers Tave

$75 to $90 Sliding Scale -4 days
(camping) PLUS
$50 to $70 Sliding Scale Crafts-

Melina

Evelyn Cooper and Sable Starr

Rocky's Male Revue

present

$3 Beer Bust 5-8 PM

presents

Miss Sweetheart Pageant

Show at 9 PM

Klassic Dwwag

$4 Beer Bust 7-10PM

Sunday February 23rd

$4BeerBust7-10PM

Show at 10PM

Show at 10PM

Thursday, February 13th

Thursday, February 27th

a^lot 'of

after
Sa<^at
nlyS"STL*r
vvu.ii &
uo publSlfed
"S
a, "'J won't
ti£)ns that
we have°rgl
nn,.
BACK- that there ha* "oucea but we wanted our opinmaining
are
J
„ .
..
and
observations
STREET — where we gradual
—
*'6en 8 ion
n «hift in
flagrant known.
feej
we
are
Gay Owned and Operated George's. "^Tf^the^rum- time*1*"* y°U f°r y°Ur
bar, or stay at home.
ors that Frank Cooper
For the last several has sold George's to his t n a ^
* PnionHo
WS
Fn
weeks my friends and I brother are true, then MemphlS

Now open at 7 PM Monday Through Saturday (5-12 Sunday)
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Gay PAC and
Lobbyists Merge

Two of the nation's
most powerful Gay organ
izations have announced
they are merging into
one. The Human Rights
Campaign Fund (HRCF)
and the Gay Rights
National Lobby (GRNL)
announced in December
that they are "joining
forces."
"AIDS funding, civil
rights for persons with
AIDS, persons exposed
to the AIDS virus, and
persons at risk for con
tracting AIDS, as well
as the ongoing battle
for the civil rights of
all Lesbian and Gay cit
izens give us a very
full, very challenging
political agenda," said
Vic
Basile,
executive
director of what will
continue as the Human

interests of the Gay com
munity.
HRCF and
GRNL, a ten-year-old ed
ucation
and
lobbying
group, were described as
"two sides of the same
coin" by GRNL executive
director Nancy Roth.
"The goal of both or
ganizations is to encour
age members of Con
gress to support our
issues," Roth said.
The
consolidation
comes at the start of
the 1986 election year,
during which AIDS, sodo
my laws, and Gay civil
rights issues are expect
ed to become subjects
for heated debate.
"By combining their re
sources, the newly ex
panded HRCF will be
stronger and better able
to speak out on behalf
of America's 23 million

forms. Also issued gray
uniforms are those pri
soners with a history of
violence or psychologi
cal problems.
Those awaiting trial on
felony
charges
are
issued green uniforms,
while those accused of
misdemeanors are issued
blue uniforms.
The policy, in effect
for about a year, has
been denounced by Gay
rights
organizations.
They indicated that the
policy would leave Gays
open for harassment.
Denver prison officials
said they started the
color coding system to
protect Gay men from
being assaulted by other
prisoners. They felt it
would reduce the inci
dence of rape in the
prison.

Gay Women
Awarded Custody
of Daughter
Juneau, Alaska — A
Gay woman has won a bat
tle in the Alaska su
preme court to keep her
son. The boy's father
had challenged the wo
man's right to custody
based on her sexual
orientation fearing that
it would adversely af

Rights Campaign Fund.
the
youngster's
HRCF has been a nation Gay citizenssaid Dea fect
al political action com con Maccubbin, co-chair life. However, the Alas
mittee for the past five of GRNL,
ka
Supreme
Court,

years

representing

the

citing the 1984 U.S.
Supreme Court decision
v.
Sidoti),
tion in a crowded area? (Palmore
Army Polygraph
— Have you engaged in ruled that "social stig
ma may not be the basis
sex
acts
with
an
ani
limits Questioned mal?
for a custody decision."
Washington — Congres- — Are you divorced?
sional
investigators — Have you ever owed a Lover Tries to Keep
have pressured the De- bar bill?
fense Dept. into throw- — Do you have foreign
NY Apartment
ing
out a
polygraph pen pals?
training sheet instruct- — Have you ever be
ing examiners to ask longed to a lodge?
New York — The sur
sexually explicit quesA General Accounting viving Gay lover of an
tions, the Pentagon has Office investigation cri- AIDS patient has gone
revealed.
ticized the training cen- to court to keep their
The Army insisted that ter for going beyond the rent controlled apart
the sheet was never used intent of the polygraph ment. He
has cited
at a Fort McClellan, program. The Army sub- grounds that he is en
A-la. training center and sequently ordered all of titled to it as the sur
that the training sheets the training manuals de- viving spouse.
have been destroyed.
stroyed.
Lawyers in the action
An Army spokesman con- According to UPI, the believe it to be the
ceded the questions were Pentagon has pledged to first case of its kind.
"awful "
restrict
screening
to
Michael Brown, 31,
One sheet inserted into counterintelligence top- wants to keep his $161the 60-page training man- ics — not to lifestyle a-month
apartment in
ual for polygraph exami- or personal matters.
Chelsea. The lease, how
ever, was signed by his
ners told students to r
« «..
lover
Robert
question people seeking fjUy JrflSOIICfS uCt late
Hayes.
The
landlord
security clearance about
wants Brown to move so
their sexual preferences COiOf COdCU
that he can rent the
and their religious, ra
cial, and union associaDenver - The Denver apartment at full mar
tions.
city jail uses a Nazi- ket value. Similar aSample questions :
style color coding of partments rent in New
— Have you ever re- inmates'
uniforms, York for $1000 a month
ceived sexual stimula- Gays are issued gray uni- or more.
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of people's generosity,
not because of federal
funds."
Dist. Atty Arlo Smith
all allega
San Francisco — The dismissed
San Francisco commun tions as "despicable,"
ity is generally out and described the attack
raged at the actions of as "an attempt by Danne
Rep. William Dannemey meyer to use AIDS and
er (R-CA) to exploit the Gay communitv as a
AIDS care at San Fran scapegoat" in an attempt
cisco General Hospital to make some political
for his own political gains.
Dannemeyer has announ
gain.
Dannemeyer requested ced he is running for
that the Grand Jury and the Republican nomina
the Dist. Attorney inves tion for Senator from
tigate charges that were California.
made by a Republican
Study Committee of the
House of
Representa
tives. Those making the
charges were not named
according to the Bay Man Watchers, Inc. has
named Miami Vice star
Area Reporter.
One of the charges sta Don Johnson and ballet
ted that three video dancer Mikhail Baryshrecorders purchased with nikov as the top two
federal funds were kept most watchable men in
in a medication room to 1985. Among others list
be used to show homo ed were Dynasty's John
sexual x-rated video Forsythe, Jack Scalia of
Hollywood Beat, Moontapes.
Bruce Will
County officials indi lighting's
cate that the machines is, teen idol Rob Lowe,
were purchased through LA Rams running back
funds raised by the Gay Eric Dickerson; Kareem
community and that no Abdul-Jabbar, Merv Grif
federal funds were used. fin (?!) ,and ABC news
The tapes available, man Peter Jennings.
Burt Reynolds was
according to the San
Francisco Police Depart named to the Man Watch
ment, are "as varied as ers Hall of Fame.
tapes available at [any
video store.]" and that
they are there "because

Dannemeyer Rebuked
In San Francisco

Manwatchers List
Don and Misha

Campaign Fund
Announces
Internships
r

Lesbians and Gay men The two-day workshop
and funding for AIDS re- was held January 11 and
search and treatment. 18
at the
Unitarian
The Campaign Fund has Church by the River.
- ..
participated
in
races leaders
included
Dr.
T
Internships are cur- f£r jfouse and Senate Joel Chapman, Ph.D., a
rently available at the Since 1982.
psychologist who serves
Human Rights Campaign
on
Profession
#
0n ATEAC's Professional
al
Advisory Board; Dr.
Fund in its Washington, HomOSCXUahtV III
D.C. office. Each posi*
Allen Battle and Mary
tion will be at least 20 UrhoOlS
Sewell of the Crisis
hours per week and last
Center staff; and Ross
three months or longer.
A poll taken recently Weisiger, ATEAC's VolInterns will work on reveals that the public unteer Coordinator.
Campaign Fund projects feels that homosexualwhich may include pub- ity should be covered in Participants held dislic relations, confer- high school sex educa- cussions on AIDS and
ence planning, fundrais- tion courses more than how they can help pering, or
political
re- they did four years ago. sons
with
AIDS
seaTch
or
education, Only 25& of the people (PWA's). A screening of
depending upon the needs polled four years ago the
dramatic
film
of the Campaign Fund wanted it taught. To- Buddies was shown to the
and the interests of the day's figures stand at group. Buddies tells the
intern. Clerical and ad- 4895.
story of a volunteer who
ministrative tasks, also
becomes a "buddy" to a
will be part of the posi- Rudrilpc TftllflPffl
hospitalized PWA.
Anv intern who is »Ua01CS IfitmtU
tion. Any
Participants are cur
a student may be able to TVw* ATFAf
rently^
being
receive credit from his rur
A.**
^ screened
1 1 ho
or her school.
Nineteen "buddies" were» flnH
and wi\
will
be noiroH
paired un'fli
with
For further informa- training to provide sup- a PWA as the need
tion, contact Eric Rosen-port for AIDS patients arises,
thai
at
the
Human in two days of training

Campaign

SSTto

Se' 'VheTlfe to End AIDs£the .eneta. pub.^n
"3SS the £35$ g

H

partisan
political provide
information screemngs tene
tilted
action committee dedi-about AIDS, current rei«m «t
cated to educating and search efforts, and how
3; ^
*
.
electing candidates who to" help patients in a tended the two showings
ln Memphis.
support civil rights for variety of ways.

rSw/ixr A
memphls
BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER
In addition to our monthly Business,Action/Political, and Health
Issues meetings, we will have:
An Afternoon atthe FirehouseCommunity Art Center

(Home of the Memphis Black Artists Alliance). Saturday,
February 1,3 PM. Special Free Nubian TheatreCompany
performance, meet famous artist Benny Andrews. Call
Irwin for details, 726-1461.
Stimulating Pot Luck at Wendell's, Saturday Night, Feb

ruary 22. New location.
DISCUSSION GROUPS-7:30 at Irwin's. Call fordetails
Tuesday, February 11 - Racial Pride/Racial Prejudice
Thursday, February 27-A Memphis and BWMT Historical
Retrospective
GENERAL MEETING - Monday, February 24, Main Li
brary, 7:30 PM
For Details: Call Bill (272-3705), Jeff/Durrell (278-7092) or
Irwin (726-1461) or write BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41773,
Memphis, TN 38174-1773

STEWART ENTERPRISES
ENCORE
Cards & Gifts
Star Search
Video
1264 Madison Avenue
272-STAR

1266 Madison Avenue
722-8963

Latest in VHS Movies
Sales and Rentals

Memphis' BEST Gay
Card, Book, and Gift
Shop

1268 Madison Avenue
726-9011
Memphis' ONLY 24-Hour
Gay Bar
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was going to die before
he was 6 and he lived
til
almost
17
doing
some of the same things
Joshua is doing now."
Joshua's illness was
diagnosed last June as
Kaposi's
sarcoma.
Mason said she and her
son believe in holistic
healing
and
physical,
mental,and
spiritual
ton
City
Councilman, exercises are stressed,
has been confirmed as a

Spectrum
Southeastern Gay
Conference Set

MEMPHIS
CENTERFOR
REPRODUCTIVE
HE4LTH-

ALL MALE REVUE
1986

Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering A Full Range of Gynecological Care

Mr. JUNGLE

Preacher Fined
for Anti-Gay

ference is slated to be
1462 Poplar at McNeil
held at Tulane UniverMemphis, Tennessee 38104
The Southeastern Con- sjt
(901) 274-3550
ference of Lesbians and
Gay Men has announced
The Oslo, Norway Suplans for its
nth an- Mask
reme Court has found a
nual gathering in New
undamentalist preacher
Orleans June 5-8. Plans Child HflS AluS
only thing
guilty of violating Nor ble... The
are underway for 4-days
way's
Gay
rights laws that can help Norway
of workshops, entertain.
—„
Y
ment, speeches, films,
San Francisco — Rusty by
making
anti-Gay today is that I go in
dancing,
videos,
an Mason, whose life was statements during a rad- the foootsteps of Je
sus...I would have said
inter-faith worship ser- portrayed by Cher in the ic broadcast,
vice and more.
movie
Mask,
has
a Hans Bratterud, an evan- it all over again."
Dynasty's
bi-sexual
Special emphasis
of second tragedy to deal gelist supported by the
Steven
Carrington
is
the conference will be with. Her surviving son Moral
Majority,
has
falling in love with an
on AIDS. The New Or- has AIDS.
said that "homosexuals Friends
other man despite pro
leans AIDS Task Force
Mason's
other
son, should be removed from
tests
by actors
Jack
will be
working with Rocky, died at the age any
leading
positions
Coleman
and
former
other interested organi- of 16 from the disfig- they hold in our coni
That's What Friends "Bachelor Father" John
zations
in
producing uring disease craniodia- try."
Are For by Dionne War Forsythe.
workshops in such areas Plaia.
Her
surviving Batterud received a 30Coleman, who plays
as safe sex, maintaining son, Joshua, 30, has de- day suspended sentence, wick and Friends, a num Carrington on the primeber one tune throughout
information
lines,and veloped AIDS.
$315 fine, and two
time
soap
said
he
a
fundraising. The LouisiUPI reports Ms. Mason years probation for vio- the country, has topped "wanted to go straight
Billboard's
hit
charts
ana premiereof the full as saying "If you know iating the law.
and fall in love with a
in
three
different
length
motion
picture anything about my story, He pleaded for a harshwoman this time around.
Buddies will
occur
at you know I don't have er sentence saying, "I areas. Industry insiders But the producers have
any use *or what doctors ask
the conference.
the court to punish indicate that it is rare decided they want to ex
for
a
tune
to
hit
number
David Scrondras, Bos- say. They told me Rocky me as hard as possi- one on the pop, black, plore
the
homosexual
and adult contemporary aspect some more."
TV Guide reports that
surveys.
John
Forsythe
Many people are una even
ware, however, that pro (Blake Carrington) want
ceeds from the monster ed a straight storyline
hit go to the American but was overruled.
On the pay-TV side,
Foundation for AIDS Re
I
628-630 Madison Avenue • Memphis, TN• 38103
1^1N
Brothers is
search. Over
$500,000 Showtime's
has been donated so far. wrestling with the ques
The song was written tion of how much of a
sex-life
Cliff
(the Gay
by Burt Bacharach and
should
have.
Carole Bayer Sager. It brother)
originally appeared in a According to Paul ReRod Stewart version on gina, who plays Cliff»
628 MADISON AVENUE
I
at
that
point
the Night Shift sound "He's
1CIH
MEMPHIS, TN 38103
track. Recording lumin where he really has to
HU•
901/525/2582
aries Elton John, Gladys decide what he wants.
Member Club Rath Chain
Knight, and Stevie Won He's 25 but really an
So
f0r
der appear as "friends" adolescent."
[ Expanded Lobby with Giant TV ~|
Cliff has received one
with Dionne.
lf Featuring Closed Circuit Movies |
on-camera kiss.
.
A sidenote: Regina is
apparently
garnering
quite a female follow
ing who are undeterred
at °F
by his Gayness. Explains
"In a
world
Custom made belts-Chaps-Jackets-Vests New York — Mother Regina,
Teresa has opened a hos where Michael Jackson
Wristbands - Slings - Caps - Harnesses
pice for AIDS victims, is a sex symbol, I think
aS
comes
off
saying
that
no
one Cliff
Leather Jock Straps - G- Strings - T-Shirts should
die "unloved and Rambo."
uncared for." The 14-bed
- WesternShirts - Boot Straps- Leather
facility
is
at
St.
Suspenders - Cire clothing, Etc.
Veronica's
Church
in
Greenwich Village. The
first
patients
were
tnree
prison
inmates
^MPtW5
serving time for robThey
1268 Madison
furloughs
so they could move into
(located inside J-Wag's)
the hospice.

Mother's Other

?

MA M OF THE YEAR PAGEANT

How Much
of A Sex Life Will
TV Allow?

cy'J

Hits Triple
Number One!

;

M

JUDGING INCLUDES:
STRIP AND DANCE
FORMAL WEAR
BUTCH WEAR
SWIM SUIT
QUESTION AND ANSWER

IBE

Mother Teresa
Opens Hospice

306 FOURTH AVENUE SOUTH

256-9411- NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37202
HOME OF THE JUNGLE EXPRESS REVUE
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 22 @ 8pm

fiFORflFTOWN
MEMPHIS

WORLD FAMOUS

;

GRAND PRIZE $150.00
1st RUNNER-UP $100.00
2nd RUNNER-UP $50.00
BODY BEAUTIFUL $25.00
+ PLUS +
TROPHIES AND PRIZES

OPEN TO ALL
A $25.00 REGISTRATION FEE
- OK - B.Y.O.B. BROWN BAGS - OK o FREE PARKING o ENTER ON PATIO o

A TERRY HILMER PRODUCTION
IN ASSOCIATION
WITH
WORLD FAMOUS

Come in and see
SPECIALS
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Viruses are probably
the most elemental and
ive form of life,
primitive
range in size from
They rai
hepaUtis^ A
the tiny hepatitis
virus seen only under an
electron microscope to
the giant smallpox virus
just
barely
visible
under the highest power
of
>f^ the light
microscope,
A. • _
Despite their size, virises cause more infecuses
IOUS disease than any
tious
other
agent including
bacteria
fungus,
and
;us, ana
protozoa. In fact, these

Dolio damage the nervous rus vaccines should be
svstem. Influenza heads avoided in the immunofor the 1ungo Rotavirus compromised person such
causes intestinal flu in as an ARC or AIDS pathe GI tract.
.
. tl.entr,
Viremia or virus-in- Another approach to prethe-blood may or may venting viral infections
not even occur after in-is passive immunization
fection. In contrast to which takes advantage of
bacteria, virus may be high-titer
antibody in
A Layman's Guide to Virology
long gone by the time of the form of globulin to
the illness.
prevent viral infection.
HOST RESPONSE
These are usually most
The host response effective during the inus and are called non-its special enzyme, r a inst
inst the virus is cubation period before
that
verse
transcriptase,
enp
permissive"
to
(1)
Anti- clinical
illness. Gamparticular virus. Other able;s it tocrcss over three- c> ; ^ inter- ^'"ciobuiin
~* * " "To"
to prevent
cells that offer the from
(2)
antibodv hepatitis A after
aft
ex
f°orm of feron,
righ
of into a proviral U>W^O_ ^jon^.
J posure is
is aa good
gooc examrightt
cell membrane for the DNA,
cellular
via
lympho- pie.
viral
protein
are virus
"permissive" and serve
serv «jl'USwhiche =ffis,Canadr Cyt|He antiviral protein blf
VUSffi
as host to the invaders,
soecies they in- is the well-publicized such "neutralizing" antiOnce inside, the virus what The viruses of interferon
which
is body even
exists
against
!
T
promptly takes off its tect,
promptiy
in ; ts taeteralpha,
beta, or
retrovirus.
- •
— gamma, —
— Iff tthere is
nAof and
onH mO
U'PQ Dtect.
lflfl
partem ooat
makes
plants^insects,
oa
depending upon its cell no such antibody,
y, then a
tself at home,. There ia, ana aine•
g
ft is not virus vaccine would seem
s«
unit uses the cell to are *eg °lslFor exam_ specific,
sort of
a iikely
Hteiv to be effective
e
reproduce.
_
rum
viral
as
well
since
it
depends
t_
forms of virus pie. the influenza virus broad-spectmim
/ ffatSS"
(virions) assume helical will attack

such as bacteria are
themselves
susceptible
to viral infactiona
INFECTION
...
Viruses are the ultimate parasites, only re* '
insidr

m
e
tain all the genetic enters
Unfortunately this
d ?P® AIDS ^
The second immune re- few.
material necessary to eel , .. .
helDer soonse is the cellular unstocked viral pharmaT-oell lymphocytes^ STg wandering TcLven- ™^a°k.tP.
ine central core 01 pro i <uc
if
drugs are badly
cells called macro- when
ribonutein is acid
(RNA
Whatever the target, phages
that
interact needed to treat those
(RNA
cleic
in the AIDS
—*

Health/AIDS
Viruses, The Ultimate Parasites
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virus in Latin iHTLV-III, the cause of ^io
virus
destroys to this cellular reac- «TT%C
2Vi™ « oprtflfn vir- AIDS» is unique ^cause nerve cells and leaves tion is the T "helper^ AIDS'FfCC Caffl
paralyzed, celi " lymphocyte which
victim
viruses
set can also
— - augments many immune {jufur1|lf)CPQ
per^.»t.
ir>
cells responses.
responses. Unfortunate- VillHKv V#l.V®vM.
jus*.
persist ^ in
c&vate1 weeks, ]y this extremely imand reactivate
1
months, or years later portant
initiator
of The first office of
- the
irC
as with herpes.
immune
function is al- private company offering
Hncf PAUO r\ in the
thp testing
tcstini? for
fOT AIDS OpCHv
Within the cell, the ready\r destroyed
opene
virus can hane out in AIDS
patient.
This and closed its doors »
the cytoplasm as with ieaves him susceptible Los Angeles in January,
smallpox or the nucleus to so many opportunistic The National Assocw'
as with chickenpox. It infections,
especially tion of AIDS Awarene
can even incorporate it- viral.
intended to test peopw
self into the genes of
* PREVENTION
f°r AIDS and, upon &
the host's chromosome. An appropriate environ-negative result, issue a
In the chromosome, it ment is a necessity for card
certifying them
can really wreck havoc spread 0f viral disease. AIDS-free... all for on*
and
cause
malignant For example, encephal- ly $100. The HTLV-l
transformation and can- itis
termi- test they planned to u
QUtbreaks
cer. In fact, HTLV-I, nate
first costs $6. The office
with
the
the cousin of the AIDS frost and th d th f was to be the first or»
virus HTLV-III, is the {^ viral-ladened mos- "chain" of testing cen
first virus to be clear- ^to ^ctorT ln the Gay ters throughout the coun
. . .you may have more
C aUSf® CmnCof community, the AIDS vi- try.
/y
fl
city
officia^
in humans, a form of rus depends upon the
L
questions than answers
business
leukemia or lymphoma.
opportunity for entrance closea tne D
"S1,,C" "tne
e(j
The
mode
of
transmis-into
after they openeo
the
bi00dstream d?V
Sometimes talking can help. A group
citln
lack
of
pr Ksion for the virus deter- through
sexual interS
of Gay men and women have formed
mines which organ sys- course
permits and enough pa£
tern of the host might if the external environ- » ^.Officials W«ste«
an informal rap/support group to ex
be affected. For the ment cannot be changed, the firm as "explotlVJe
pand our knowledge of ourselves.
adeno- or cold virus, then the host's environcharacterized tn.
transmission is respira- ment
can
be
made ID cards "only as g<
Meetings are currently being held as
tory. For herpes and hostile to the virus bv aa the last sex act.
p
part of the Memphis Gay Coalition
The
warts, the skin or mu- prioP immunization. Vactamper-proof1
cosal transmission. For cines are Drenared frnrr, cards were renewal
meetings on the first and third Mon
ver
six
monthS
f
hepatitis B, transmis- either "kiHed^ Srus or ? y
°
days of each month in Meeting Room
S'on is via blood;nolin
for (rom
less ^rulent
virulent but 5
fee.
a
a .less
nir".,
hepatitis A
pono, "i
1Ve" virus,
B of the Main Library at Peabody and
it isThfecal.
Q
McLean. For more information, call
The
tar| eted
cell r Examples of killed videtermines wCh or^n' te?eS,'„rde S™' ral?454-1411.
system of the host is ruses inett- L"£„V1"
affected. The end organ Sles
™.L/Ubellaj
for the pox. virus is, of vellow
course, skin. Pabies and ?allyj ,hSs|
Jil

Behind the
masks • •
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which an alleged male dents to a Los Angeles
prostitute with AIDS re Times poll favored quar
fused to stop having antine
while a USA
sex. The man died of Today showed 57% op
AIDS in mid-November.
posed it.
According to Glen
A series of surveys has Maxey, a Gay political Spitting Incident
revealed some surprising activist, the action was
attitudes about health "using a bulldozer on Leads to Attempted
in the midst of the something that could be
handled with a spade." Murder Charge
AIDS epidemic.
A poll conducted by the Opponents say "quaran
American Association of tine" is a misleading
Flint, MI — John
Davison,
Blood Banks reported in scare word which evokes Richards of
USA
Today indicates images of "plague, leper Michigan showed his dis
that fully one third of colonies and mass lock dain for officers trying
the
respondents
feel ups of infectious peo to arrest him for a
traffic
violation
by
they are at risk of con ple."
Medical experts say spitting at them. Now
tracting AIDS by donat
ing blood. They are not. quarantining is not need he faces an attempted
ed
and
is
not
practical.
murder charge. Rich
The poll also found that
53% were unaware that About 1 million people ards, a confirmed HTLVblood is now screened, may be carriers and III carrier, told police
many
do
not
know
they
he
was trying to contam
and 81% would prefer to
inate them with the
receive blood donated by are infected.
Recent polls have indi AIDS virus. They char
family or friends.
An NBC News surve; cated a growing favor ged him with assault
released
January
_
I for quarantine even with intent to murder.
Dr. Willis
Mueller
found that less than 10% though AIDS is not com
of the general popula municable by casual con told Sgt. Michael Ation has changed its sex tact. 51% of the respon hearne "that AIDS is
ual habits as the result
of the epidemic, al
though 75% revealed they
are concerned that the
disease
will
spread
beyond
the
high-risk
groups.
The NBC poll also re
vealed that 18% of sin
gle people changed their
habits (compared to 3%
of the married people).

Blood Banks Say 33%
Afraid To Give Blood

Of

those,

transmitted from blood
and intimate contact. I
told him I didn't think
his
people
were at
risk."

and information should
be taught in earlier
grades. He said a course
offered in the 11th
grade is "simply too
late."
Arch-conservative Cardi
NY Schools To Teach nal John O'Connor re
served judgement, but
Kids About AIDS
was quoted as saying,
"If you teach that if
New York — The na you participate in cer
tion's
largest
school tain activities you get
system will begin to AIDS, what do you teach
instruct students about next?"
AIDS next year, accord
ing to USA Today.
Although no cases have
been reported in the
city's 111 high schools,
officials
believe
that
"given the experiment
ation that starts in
adolescence with drugs
and sex, the odds are
that we certainly have
some individuals
with
AIDS."
New York City schools
chancellor Nathan Quinones says sex education

49% are now

more likely to use con
doms, and 92% are lim
iting sexual partners.
About half of the re
spondents
felt
that
there should be govern
ment restrictions on con
firmed AIDS carriers;
about a third favor quar
antine of known carri
ers. 57% oppose such a
measure.
Finally, a National
Institute of Justice sur
vey reports that 51% of
the nation's prisons are
AIDS-free with a total
of 765 cases in a total
of 44 state, federal,
and local jail systems.

Texas Puts AIDS
Quarantine to Vote
Should AIDS carriers
be quarantined? Yes, say
Texas
authorities,
in
rare circumstances.
The only item at a pub
lic hearing on January
13 in Austin was an addi
tion to the Texas Com
municable Disease and
Prevention Control Act
which
provided
that
AIDS be put on the list
of quarantinable diseas
es*
The amendment was
spurred by a Houston
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Doing (Central) America With
BobDamron - Acapulco

IBBP'B Travel
That Different Kind of
Cruising
"Cruising." Boy, have passed by, waving their
*JL
ffjjnN .vl
mm
«|
we
used
that
word hellos...we wish they'd
jliiaPw JBti )| I
JH
enough. It always had a do that in the city!
.
'J#''
^ jSkx
JH
different meaning, until Had time allowed, we
^JKIMS| jBpjSBp
t
S\
Mffml11*1 •
we met Captain Ron and would have sailed to and
„ "T&jip yak ^ffKr
" u ' f\ \ /III I? f 111 i fi
First
Mate Henry of through the Everglades
. (raCyJ£m M; *J$MEHHh:i
l| ' \ \'Hitill I ft11 *
S a i l o r m a n
C h a r t e r s .N a t i o n a l P a r k i n F l a m t f n x U m \
j
j
f ' I 1 m J l i 8 1 f Ii * . L
These two big, hunky ingo, but we were "cruisIlK
/
y wi •PBBj w gL—' JM aBlllifii^
sailors have added a ing" to Key West; and
BF" iMil SHPHflBl
whole new meaning to with so many places to
HHurj^'y
lHBI H| JH •hS^
the word. They took us go, that stop would have
•BTNS «•»
out cruising onto the to
come
at
another
blue
and
turquoise time. We made one stop
«
waters
surround
the at the Carribean Club,
Florida Keys, away from where much of that "old- ters graciously booked and along with it much hours about those small
all
of
the
hustle, ie" Key Largo was shot, us into one of the local sadness. All too quickly cays and places to exbustle, regulations, and to enjoy a few shots our-and
colorful
guest- we found our two weeks plore that could truly
taboos that come with selves. Then, back to houses. We will admit of cruising had slipped only be seen by cruising
the reality of big-city the
boat for t>ne of that we did miss the away,
and
that
au- on a small yacht. Miles
life.
Henry's
joyous meals, yacht, but it was nice natural tan we were show- of
deserted,
white,
Bon and Henry have and the full moon's glow to have a really big ing would too soon be sandy beaches? unlimited
been in the sailing bus- over the water. As the bunk and an enormous covered by the seat of a shallow, gorgeous reefs
iness for some time and days
passed, so did "head," along with some chair. This had been a to snorkel or dive Nofeel the freedom of not Card,
Barnes,
Black- hearts,
shoreside
fun, beautiful
time
toe-ether uiho.o
* w;«ct
e
els®,ln
living in the big city water, and Buttonwood before returning to sea and
we all fe?t as
the we
c°uld cruising be
has many personal re- Sounds. A beautiful day and the all-too-SCOn re- though good friends were K ft
wards. They cater to exploring
Lignamvitae turn to Miami.
to be left behind
better. So, here we go
couples,
friends, and Key; a picnic on Indian
Going northward up Before we left thm.ah ogMln'
sailing
with
individuals who have the Key; sailing under the Hawks Channel through Captain Ron insoired
In SaiLor.?lan Charters!
SP .e.a an
fantasy to. feel out the famous
Seven
Mile
the
raw
wns
inot
no
_
3
Mile the Keys was just as ex- otTer"»crULSE" *wi th" SEE T Sa4lorr2o?o, Charters,
call of the wild, espe- Bridge;
snorkeling the citing as "going down" stories about the ltflfit? i"C* Box^3T312oo' Coconut
FL
33*33
(305)
dally an unusual sea majestic reefs at Looe the Keys. Many a strong of the soS«st RS
634'2^.
adventure. An adventure Key; having lunch under gust of wind sent us Islands He tSiJS
full of excellent meals, the
palms surrounding slicing
through
those
*
talked for
an open bar (not to men- the set for the movie emerald waters over
and ^
uvci ttllU
__
n
tion
Henry's
tropical PT 109 at Newfound Har- through
John
teatime
favorites), an bor; and before we knew kamp's famous r<
evening ashore (if de- it, we were docking in was so ausensual' L-ciuie
sired), and an itinerary Key West.
we knew it, our last
J
lflst sun- EW1VT~
IJ n4*R» U. 1!^1- ^ J 1
\T
1
of cruising the Keys on- For our time in Key set together with Ron ESlflDllSllCCl
ill JNCVflUfl
u
ly another good "conch" West, Sailorman Char-and Henry was unfolding
J-1V V tlAlCl
(nickname for locals of
Fhe
the region) might know.
National Associa- ty of the Sierras in
tl.
tion of
Lesbians and Northwest
Nevada
is
Captain Ron was right
when he said, "Sailing
nPf-°
e~ also seen as an added
vadfl'
rnn^f
?has
vada Corporation,
plus.
the Keys is an adventure
in itself. The winds gen
t'elon^hi PrnS. t0 de" Stonewall Park will oferally blow from the
imd rplilwi iSt resort fer the Gay Pe°Ple °{
east, and in so doing,
c ommun- this country a place of
ftv fnr
1
allow our shallow draf
communitv
iT 5 re°reation, comfort, and
ted yacht the excitement
Stonewal?'Pn
r
k
Jn ^ respite; and for those
of cruising both sides
tonewail Park, wHi be who desire it, a permanof the islands." Going
scrt with fn?f n re~ ent home in a completethrough Florida Bay was
ly
suPP°rtive
tional an
and
communimagnificent...the
col
, H.i.leSal gamb- ty0
ors, the small islands.
Planned
n ^nd+- a
Additional information
We found it difficult to
residential a"d the NALAG men-bercommunity.
enjoy Henry's tropical
shlP
The concent
^
brochure can be
teatime favorites since
nation
re^frt a destl; obtained without charge
our eyes were constantly
6®^ by
writing
or
calling/
toward
civ
ne'nni/
chasing flocks of "flam
provide
thf
'
National Association of
ingos", or glued to the
Se
sustaining £h£
and
Gays,
f }[~ Lesbians
bay bottom. The shallow
communitv's
°f the Liberty
Center
Suite
waters give sequarium
immunity s
economy. 350
350
S
Center
excitement.
And
our
tion in 0theTeri£ hECS~ ?treet, Reno. NV 89501,
never stopped bulserene beau- (702) 322-8093.
at those gorgeous,
y fisherman as they

nrgs Gay

E
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Resort Community

Most tourists are avoid drugs.
disco, but Disco 9 on
ing Mexico City since
Acapulco is a fairly Costera
Miguel
Alethe
tragic
earthquake easy city to get around main, ond half block
last fall. Even popular in. Taxi cabs are read- from Denny's, is comresorts like Acapulco in ily available and inex- ing along strong. The
the state of Guerrero pensive. Tour busses can Gallery II, next door to
are suffering from the show
you
the
local the Peacock, features an
financial
aftershocks. sights or whisk you off excellent drag show,
This
is,
of
course, to fascinating cities of
The
most infamous
ridiculous; and anyone Taxco and Cuernevaca. cruising places are Conlooking for sun-drenched If you do feel the need dessa Beach (afternoons)
beaches, swimming, sail for a car, stick to a and the Zocolo/Plaza Aling, water-skiing, aqua big company like Hertz, vares (main square) laplaning, scuba diving, Recently my roommate ter on and at night,
tennis, golf, or horse and sales manager, Pat Both abound with chichiback riding, should, if McAdams, vacationed infos (hustlers) ranging
possible, leave the snow Acapulco and had all in age from thirteen to
bound cities behind and kinds of trouble with a twenty.
Some can be
head "south of the bor local rent-a-car compa- very persistent; and if
der."
A
"must"
for ny.
not interested, you have
thrill seekers, unique
With a population of to shoo them away. The
to Acapulco, is parasail- 350,000, Acapulco is one most active part of Coning. From a stand-still of the most suave, so-dessa Beach is in front
position, seated in sort phisticated, and spark- of Beto's (part of Blackof a harness attached to ling
resorts
in
the beards). A beach boy
a parachute, a speedboat Americas. It is no more will arrange an umbrelhauls you aloft to float typical of Mexico than la.
towels,
chairs,
high as a cloud over St. Tropez, Malibu, Por-drinks, or
food. Tip
glistening Acapulco Bay tofino, or Palm Beach well if you expect fabelow.
are respective of their vored treatment the next sibly the best steaks in cond timing, plunge for
Getting there can be countries.
meters
between
Tropical time. The Terrazas de Mexico), Portofino, Car ty
half the fun. Direct dai green-clad
mountains las Flores, Caballero, los 'n Charlies's, Nor- treacherous cliffs into
ly flights connect Aca sweep down to the blue and Bar del Puerto lo- mandie, and the beauti the rough sea below.
and sympatico Villa In other parts of Mexi
pulco with Chicago, Dal Pacific
where
gentle cated on the Zocalo are ful
Both
Denny's co, you can live like a
places
catering Demos.
las, Detroit, Houston, waves caress the golden mixed
for a very
few
restaurants, Beto's, and king
Los Angeles, New York, sands. Luxury hotels, mostly to locals. See Sanborn's
dollars. Not
are good for American
and other major cities condos, and other sky- the '86 Address Book for burners,
snacks...and so in Acapulco. Living
throughout the world. scrapers line sun-dazz- more details,
cruisy too. Many visi it up here for two weeks
Return flights should be ling Acapulco Bay, while Acapulco offers a great tors love to watch the will cost a king's ran
of
accomoda- famous dive from La som, or at least put a
reconfirmed at least 48 gracious haciendas and variety
hours prior to depar millionaires' villas dot tions. The Acapulco Roy- Quebrada, best viewed sizable strain on your
ture. Cruise ships ar the foothills, aristocra- ale and Beach Club at from an expensive night credit cards - which in
rive
from
California tic jet-setters clad in Carocol 70 is somewhat club at an adjacent ho cidentally, are accepted
ports, and the more ad the skimpiest European of a misnomer since it tel. This is where young nearly everywhere.
venturous may drive or fashions dash round in is at least a ten minute divers, using split se
travel by double-deck their smart Maseratis, walk uphill from Conor
Rolls, dessa Beach. The rooms
busses
from
Mexico Mercedes,
visitors are modest with no TV
City. Americans and Ca International
nadians must carry proof rarely see the hunger, or radio, but are r airA
oom
of citizenship, a valid squalor, and resentment conditioned.
passport,
birth certi that is kept well hid- costs only about $50
ficate or naturalization den, but remains just U.S. daily, and security
Our next Aid to End AIDS
papers, and you will below the surface. After is excellent. You can
it is not race that take a local back to
Committee meeting
need a tourist card be all,
makes
Mexicans
fundi-your
room,
but
only
if
fore
entering
Mexico.
different from he/she is screened bewill be
This is easily obtain mentally
Americans. It is pover- fore entering and not
able from your travel
allowed out without your
agent or airline. Do not
There are no Castro of permission. Supposedly,
carry a lot of cash. Christopher Streets in the hotel Luna del Mar
Take travelers checks Mexico, and Acapulco's has an open policy; but
instead. Before leaving Gay life is much more I cannot vouch for it
home, convert $25 or covert than Key West or personally. Luxury ho$50 to Mexican pesos to Provincetown. However, tels like the Acapulco
have for tipping, taxis, there is plenty of ac- Princess, Hyatt Contietc. Learn the exchange tion; in fact, far more nental, Las Brisas, or
rate. Currently it is than the three major Pierre Marquis are heav1262 Union Avenue
about 500 pesos to one Gav bars would indicate, en on earth; but there
(Across from Methodist Hospital)
American dollar. Make Many "straight" or bi- is .no way you can entersure that you keep ap sexual Latinos would nev- tain a local visitor at
proximately 2500 pesos er go to a Gay bar, but night.
which you will need at think nothing of a toss .For elegant^ straight
the airport for your de
parture tax home. I have
never had a suitcase The Poacoek^at U Ave- the.Princess, Cajgca
opened; but don't take nida de Los Desportes is Blackbeard's
®ny chances and never, the top American style in restaurant and posFebruary, 1986 - Gaze - 11
never carry any illegal

JOIN US!
Sunday, February 16
3:00 PM

THE COACH HOUSE
SUN ROOM

"I forme?"'.-.

ATEAC CARES —
DO YOU?

f

to land ashore prepared manner in which each of
to fight for our rights these organizations has
with as much strength gone about pursuing the
A||n4<Ari%/%am4>
and might as we can mus- political
objectives of
WUII1lHj^l l/OMflT
ter. That is precisely 20 million Gay ArnerB
the
reason
why
the iean
men and
women.
—
H
u
m
a
n R i g h t s C a m p a i g n G R N L
h a s ,
f o r
t e n
^
Fund has consolidated years, been a lobbying
its resources with those and education organiza'
^
of the Gay Rights Na- tion, working in Washtional Lobby (GRNL).
ington with elected offitt•A A •
-g
To many readers of the cials, and in the states
/^CGay Press and followers with a network of field
A - B - A ^ A A A U L A V ^ UV ^ d v ^ X J L w O o f
the Gay movement, representatives, to push
the differences between for civil rights protec2:25
the
national
organiza- tions of Gay women and
This is not a column ra„c
o„ri
,
« tions
working on our men.
about Fire Island or Key
being through
similar
heads community's issues may The Campaign Fund has
Reh
th
B
ac
West or Russian River A T AQ
hi!
°bo „ ® ^» seem vague. The Federa- for five years been a
or Provincetown. Those AIDS playpen shunned by Delaware
to
Redondo tion
of
AIDS-Related political action commitare beaches of a difw h*««,
™ if
*
California Organizations,
GRNL, tee, raising and contribU
h
s
ferent sort, the kind .Jfe
Jc .m M° f l
Quarantines, the Campaign Fund, Na-"ting funds to candithe Gay community has
-l l®.
Wood tests, bar clos- tional
Coalition
of c'ates
and
incumbents
adopted as havens for a +Ikp
doesn t ings,
and
secret Black
Lesbians
and who are in favor of
lifestyle
that
now
• +• great deal of lists.
They are the Gays,
National
Gay those same civil rights
seems as wistful as the
h i^° • thou6hts that Task Force, and others Protections. "Two sides
sand castles we built at n?nT /hplni tho c!^~ ahould give each of us are all doing their best Of the same coin," some
to
water's edge.
£ing,ihte
P^f6'
represent the inter- have said. That being
baked heads of these
We, as a community, ests of a highly dispar- the case, it makes a
This
is
instead
well-meaning
homohave
to
hit
these
beachgreat deal of sense for
ate community.
column
about
beaches phobes
probe's
The
are
he
e
Wlth
that lie at tthe
Derim\.
y
\
f
the full force
But there are signif6".™" same
oton
f a i the
i16 P
thoughts
penm
th.n.Hc
running of our resolve. We have icant differences in the
continued on page 18
somo
&
eter of a land
occupied
by
hostile
forces.
Beaches that surround a
landscape booby-trapped
with
mines.
teeming
with camouflaged ene
mies,
and
otherwise
rife with the threat of
all-out war.
Such is the political
landscape of 1986, at
least as far as the Gay
community is concerned.
Congressman
William
Dannemeyer, now running
for Senate from Cali
fornia, says we should
"isolate"
AIDS
pa
tients. He has a whole
laundry list of homopho- .
bic
legislation
waiting Jr
1264 Madison Avenue • Memphis, TN 38104
to be introduced. And, y^(901) 272-STAR
unless he is defeated, ji.
we can expect a full111 •
fledged debate on our
aur £
oor Jr
lifestyles on the floor
of the U.S. Senate in *
1987.
Unlike any other elec- J
tl'nn
histOPV T
I
tion uoor
year in
in tho
the history
of our movement, 1986 J
promises or, should I
say, threatens to be one
in which Gay women and
men; our lifestyles; our
civil
rights, and in
cures
deed, our very futures
are the subject of: in- *
onse- jf
tense debate. The conse
ning,
quences are frightening
at best.
yL
In fact, the beach anal- ^
ogy is as literal as it ^
is figurative. Consider
the ruckus now going on )$in R.ehoboth Beach, Dela- 3^.
ware, described by its J
Mayor as a "family re- .
We rent video cassette recorders.
sort," but popular with ^
We sell blank tapes.
Gay men and women from
Washington, D.C., Pal- )$»
timore,
and
Philadel- y^.
phia. Town residents and J
Your choice of available posters
leaders
are
exploring
—
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Star Search
Video
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$2.00 per Movie
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
Three for $5
Monday thru Thursday

MEMPHIS
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— FREE MEMBERSHIP —
Monday - Saturday 10:30 AM - 8 PM
Sundays and Holidays Noon - 6PM

MOVIE POSTERS $2 each
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done was to rewrite the
story. The result is a
story about this group
of people on a stage who
keep interfering
with
the
reconciliation
of
these two lovers who
broke up years ago. It
could have just as eas
ily been called "Zack
and Cassie," but of
course
that
wouldn't
have the drawing power
by John Stilwell
of A Chorus Line. On
the other hand, calling
Although I don't usual the first place,
The "The Movie" A Chorus
ly do reviews, I felt Movie has been overused. Line, raises some ques
that this particular re In the second place, I tions about truth in ad
view had to be written. have enough sense to vertising.
Well, as you might
Gays have been flocking know whether I'm watch
once
you've
to the stage version of ing a play or a movie, guess,
A Chorus Line for years and I suspect you can changed the basic story,
and have waited with make that determination nothing else is sacred.
In
the
third The number "Sing!" was
bated breath since the also.
any
similarity dropped entirely in The
first hint that the play place,
would be made into a between the stage pro Movie. The producers
movie. For those of you duction and the movie is then tease the audience
who have never seen the purely unintentional.
funking
play, go see The Movie. The story written by pany is about to perform
You'll
probably enjoy James
Kirkwood
and "Hello Twelve, Hello
Dante
spot Thirteen, Hello Love,"
it. For those of you who Nicholas
fell in love with the lights those nameless by mouthing some of the
who
have intros to the song but
stage production, stay thousands
home with your original danced in the background then the black chorus
launches into
cast recording and your for years. It talks a- member
memories. You'll save bout their dreams ? their "Surprise!" Well, sur
yourself some money and struggles, and their dis prise! I was not amused
some disappointment.
appointments. In keeping and did not appreciate
I don't know why Rich with that feeling and this
substitution
for
ard Attenborough felt theme, no "big names" one of my favorite num
the need to tag The have ever been used in bers in the play. But
Movie on the end of the any of the productions. let's go on.
title to distinguish it In making The Movie,
"The Music and the
from the stage play. In the first thing that was Mirror," which in the

REVIEWS
A Chorus Line:
The Movie

GEORGe'5
Amateur Night Finals
All Past Amateur Night Winners Eligible

Grand Prize $200.00 Cash
PLUS
The Coveted Title of
AMATEUR ENTERTAINER
OFTHEYEAR
(Bow-Wow)

Hostess of the Evening
Miss CoCo Vega

Thursday, February 20
$4 Beer Bust 7-11
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play explains Cassie's When I left the play, I
need to dance, in The felt exhausted but good.
Movie becomes "Let Me I wanted to go back aDance For You," a love gain and again and run
song sung by Cassie to through that gamut of
Zack. Then, to finish emotions that I felt dur
The
Movie's
story, ing the play. When I
"What I Did For Love," left the movie, I felt
a very moving production sad, cheated, and unhap
number performed by the py*
When I finish here,
entire company in the
play, becomes a so-so I'll go play my original
solo for Cassie in The cast recording, try to
push all memory of The
Movie.
Even the songs that re Movie out of my mind,
mained seemed to be per and hope that some day
formed
without
any some one makes avail
heart. The timing and able a tape of the stage
the energy of the play play. I f you have seen
just seemed to be lack the play, I recommend
ing in The Movie. Of that you spare yourself
course, in retrospect, the unpleasant experi
the play spotlights the ence of The Movie. If
chorus line and gives you've never seen the
them reason to have en play, go ahead and see
Movie. Just
be
ergy and heart while The The
Movie returns the chor warned, you won't under
us line to the back stand why those of us
ground where they are who saw the play, love
not supposed to outshine it so much.
the "stars."

Books
The Confessions of
Danny Slocum
Of read his own emotional
biography.
tow often
How
ofte do you find
someone who can write
his own story, and yet
make the work so per
sonal that each indivi
Review by
dual can relate or find
Martin Palm-Leis
himself
in
it?
Not
All of us are given na- very. Not only is Contural talents at birth fessions... a
look
at
which, as the years go Danny Slocum, it is a
by, we can choose to ig- look at one's self and
nore or, with our own one's own life as a hopersonal style, go on to mcsexual in the 80's.
improve. It would seem The story involves Danquite evident after read- ny; his psychologist Viring
Confessions... that gil; and Joe, Danny's
Mr.
Whitmore's
gift sex partner, with whom
was one of honesty and he goes through sex thersharing, and that he has apy to cure his "condi
tioned it to near per fee- tion." It involves, in
tion.
the undercurrent, many
The Confessions Of of Danny's friends who
Danny Slocum is an over- play an integral part is
whelmingly honest ac- this book. It tells acount of one man's exper- bout Joe and Danny's reience
with
impotence lationship and how it
and the many fears and evolves from a purely
frustrations that accom- physical pairing to the
pany it. You may ask other end of the specyourself "Why would I trum. The book also
want to read about some- looks at the many difthing like that?" The ferent emotions and feelbook is much more than ings that go with this
that; it is a story a- evolution,
bout life as a homosex- From one end to the
ual. It would be hard other,
Confessions...,
for me to believe that as I stated earlier,
anyone could come away will seem to be personfrom this book without
continued on page 15
feeling as if he has
The
Confessions
Danny Slocum
George Whitmore
Grey Fox Press
$7.95

the psychology of rumors
about same-sex sleeping
arrangements adding a
neatness to this very
lively dance maker. The
serious (but still up
beat) "Basin Street" is
lamenting but decisive
about giving up too much
in life — giving up too
much pride or selfworth — by believing
too much in the bright
lights or the insignifi
cant glitter:
hot-wax
for
and boys, they entertainment topped by telligent
music scene for a num breakMen
by Charlie McMullen
a
little
progressive everyone,
the rules...
ber of years. Her new On Basin Street.
thinking: A little inalbum, Secrets is up
Women strut like
I almost exclusively re beat and funky as well
view
feminist,
Lesbi as interesting and fun- painted fools...
On Basin Street."
an, and Gay music in to-dance-to.
continued from page 14
this paper — sometimes Tillery's soulful sing "The Chosen Ones is
about a South African
political
music
which ing
leads
the
fun woman who says:
al to each individual can have a unique effect
speaks the language of arrangement of
songs "We are the chosen ones who comes in contact on
the reader. After fin
our lives and unique cul written mostly by Ray
Not just some of us — with it. It is precisely ishing this work, take a
ture. It excites me that Obeido
and
Teresa
all of us
Mr,
Whitmore's
no- look at the snapshot of
so many artists are us Trull, who is one of the but
Everyone.
holds-barred
honesty the two men on the cov
ing their various styles mainstays
on
the
Not just the
meek, that causes this effect er. To each individual,
telling about our loves women's
music scene.
on the
reader. The these men will be in a
and lives. Over the past "Special Kind of Love" nor fust the strong
few
years,
I
have is plucky and danceable These divisions are all smooth-flowing style of completely different sit
this novel makes it easy uation. This just proves
reviewed artists' politi but positive about lov wrong"
Linda
Tillery's "Se to get through. When the point.
cal,
rocking,
folky, ers getting to a special crets"
is youthful and dealing with such in In closing, if has been
jazzy, and some unclass- place. "Secrets" title lively and
should defi tense high-powered emo said that when you give
ifiable. To start 1986, sounds a little myster
be a record- tional reading, a clean something personal, you
I have chosen an album I ious but it is not po nitely
buyer's choice out of style is definitely man
a part of yourself.
think represents a new litical,
being
merely all the music on the datory to make it easier Ilose
would only hope that
stream in the movement about a lover's suspic market. It is danceable for the reader. Mr.
the knowledge with which
of feminist, women's, ions. It is my favorite and
celebrates
good
love
Whitmore
seems
to
ac
Whitmore
has
and perspective music.
on the album because it, and high social ideals. complish this as if it Mr.
and moved us
Linda Tillery is a too, is danceable but is But more than that,it was second nature to touched
will replace that loss
Black woman who has not just a dance song — is an alternative for him.
for
him.
worked on the women's maybe there's a hint of those looking for fun Even the book jacket

Linda Tillery's Secrets

Confessions

£s>t. Valentines
VJeefeenti 1986
FRIDAY 14th TSARUS Club Night
King and Jack of Hearts Contest
$50 Cash Prize Each
OPEN TILL 4a
SATURDAY 15th Male Entertainment
Shows at lip & la
OPEN TILL 4a
SUNDAY 16th Beer Bust - 2p - 6p
Bust Again - 9p - 12a

Support TSARUS
in Little Rock

Notice to Members and Guests

should not be able to not
establish
ground ing so is not to become
condemn others.
rules. It
simDlv h*>- involved. A simple "I
If gossiping, rumor- comes
a
matter
of don't want to hear this"
mongering, and tale-bear- lashing out at any- and and walking away from
ing were simply a bit every-body whom we con- it all is quite effec
of news reportage with- sider to be fair game tive. Another way is to
out
editorial
comment regardless of our per- take your concern, if it
or if things were simp- sonal knowledge, acquain- is real, to those direct
ly
reported
without tanceship, or relation- ly involved in the mat
embellishment,
malice, ship to or with those ter and enter into a dis
spite, or condemnation, attacked. It occurs at cussion and dialogue ait might be acceptable. any Placa or time with- bout it with them (see
by Rev. Steven Quesnel
bits,
steering
ships But when it is a matter out
concern
for
the John Powell's The Sec
with small rudders, tam of relating the latest Place or circumstances, ret
Of
Staying
In
Recently, I was exposed ing all of nature, and "dirt" and "juicy tid- Terms are used for der- Love). If you are hurt,
to some gossip? rumors, setting forests on fire bits" with adornments, ogation which, in other angry, or fearful, these
and
tale-bearing;
and with small sparks (vv twists, and turns but aJrcle,s»
would not be emotions need to be com
saw the painful results 3-6). He also compares without regard for the
f°r
public utter- municated
directly
to
of that behavior. I was the tongue to fire — facticity of what is be- a,}ce. People are call those whose behavior has
reminded of the Letter "an unrighteous
world ing retold, great harm, faggot" (a term, con- stirred these emotions
of
James to all the among our members, set often all but irrepar- sidering its derivation, (Matthew
18:15-18).
Churches, in the third ting the whole cycle of able, can be done. Griev- of which I was once Rather than repeat gos
chapter, where the au nature (the
wheel of ous
psychological
and proud. I have been in- sip or rumors, examine
thor addresses this and birth) on fire and catch emotional trauma can re- formed lately, though, the
reasons
why
we
other verbal behaviors. ing fire from hell." Hu suit from such irrespon- *bat i* no longer means should not (Matthew 12:
In this chapter, he says mans can tame all of na sible behavior (see Wil- a male homo-erotic per- 33-37). We should remem
that if one is able to ture,
but
not
the liarn Glasser's
Reality son5 but anyone, regard- ber, too, that we are
make
no
mistakes
in tongue. He concludes the Therapy), including ali- less of gender, who has judged by the same stan
what is said then one passage with his oft- enation
from
one's no respect for self or dards that we use for
can be perfect (verse quoted metaphor of the friends, loss of job, others.), queen, whore, judging (Matthew 7:1-2;
3b). Now. that is a goal spring that cannot give and
loss
of
living bitch, and various terms Romans 2:1-3); and who
to aim for. James goes both fresh and brackish space.
which are related to our really
wants
to
be
on
to
talk
about water, saying that the When I was younger, we sisters
(These produce judged by the standards
controlling horses with mouth that praises God used
to
have
"camp auger
and
resentment which
make
mountains
froIT!
nights"
every
v/eek.
tbem because they out
of
molehills
or
These were times when see their use as being "good stories" out of
we would gather in some- derogatory to their ana others errors?
one's home for food and reflecting
a
state of
In closing, I'd like to
drink — and the purgathat is sexist and remind us all that just
tion of aggressions, an- divisive). Is it any won- asking and granting for
xieties, fears, anger at der that such gratuitous giveness, without judg
selves and the world, displays cause our Les ing, assigning, or ac
sen. Joe McCarthy, the bian sisters to take ex- cepting guilt,
is
the
police, etc. We took the ception and become an- surest and quickest v/ay
brunt of each other's Sry? Is it any wonder to
re-establish
loving
bitchiness,
outbursts, that some men, not too and
caring
relation
and
pent-up
emotions secure in their own sex- ships, the easiest way
knowing that ours would uality,
take
exception to mend the fabric of
be
borne
in
return, to having their mascu- life.
Swishiness and "camping Unity questioned? Is it
it up" were part of all any wonder that some
that, and we left feel- People, being hurt and
ing everything was all "put down," suffer exright.
Some
of
the trene pain, even to the
barbs were sharp and Point of attempted suifired with deadly accur- cide? Our "little spark
acy, and they hurt for °f fire" does a complete
awhile until we realized and thorough job of prothe truth of the matter. Slicing hell on earth,
We understood the pur- even for those not dipose behind it all and rectly involved,
could, when it was all I'm not sure how all
over, laugh about it. of this can be amelioMuch the same thing hap- rated or stopped. One of
pens today, but we do the simplest ways of do

Religion

Tongues of Fire

Afford
To Be ignorant?

NASHVILLE METROPOLITAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
131 15th AVENUE NORTH
320-02S8
SUNDAY

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
$8.00 q year
Moil to GAZE, Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038

Rev. Pool A. Tucker, M.CHV.

Main Service: 7 PM (Coffee Afterwards)
Alternate Service: 11 AM

Pleose moke checks poyoble to GAZE.

SATURDAY

Nome

City, State, Zip

COMMUNITY DINNERS are held each week at 7:30
PM. A $5.00 donation is requested and helps to pay the
mortgage on the MCC building. Coffee and cardgames are
offered afterward.

Pleose do not forget your zip code!

For more information, please give us a call!
Regular office hours 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM, Wednesday through Sunday

Address
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NBC AIDS program a Pretty soon, there may There's a rumor on the
couple of
weeks ago. be
a
list
of
Gay- street that the old 10
Would you believe that sensitive physicians to North Cleveland build
two of my callers did choose from. ATEAC and ing may be re-opening.
not even know what the the Memphis Gay Coa But we're not sure as
term
"heterosexual" lition are compiling a what. Unconfirmed word
meant? You can be sure physician referral list is that a straight top
by Allen Cook
they know what "homo from a questionaire they less bar owner has ac
sexual"
means.
They are sending out. So far quired the building. No
seemed appreciative of over 600 doctors are on one knows whether it
Ah, the trials and trib house
next
season. my efforts to explain it the list to receive it. will be straight or Gay.
ulations of an editor. ATEAC may co-sponsor to them.
Among
other
things However, with the gals
Now that you've gone the production as part
they'll be asked about already
walking
the
through most of this of its educational ef
*****
their attitudes on ac streets in the neighbor
newspaper (bypassing the forts. Circuit has pro
cepting Gay clients.
hood,
a
topless
bar
stuff you ought to be duced almost every Gay ATEAC will be meeting
ought to be a natural.
reading), you're looking play of note during its at a new location this
*****
for the dirt. Well, hon existence. If this hap month. Check out the
eys, they're ain't much. pens, they're to be com
Lady Rose has been sen mended...again.
rSr'yleTn thelS R^m AIDS Q & A Available
tenced to God knows how
at the Coach House on
many years in prison for
Union across from Meth New York — A booklet containing 100 questions
toying with little boys.
odist Hospital. Meeting and answers on AIDS has been published by the
And Dr. Stanley was in I never cease to be a- time is
from 3:00 - State of New York. Anyone wishing a copv
should call (518) 473-0015 or write: Peter A.
California
telling
us mazed by the ignorance 5:00 PM.
Drago, Governor's Liaison to the Lesbian and
that
AIDS
is
God's of the unwashed masses.
Gay Community, Executive Chamber, Albany, NY
curse. That, with the I was asked to help an
J'
12224.
news about MCC has not swer the phones at the
made it a good week. Red Cross during the Looking for a doctor.
Well, let's see what we
can do....

Quick Clips

Coco at J-Wag's has
been auditioning for a
new vocation — bounced
check
retriever.
Miss
Stewart tells me that
after the little scene
she made at the George
town Inn a couple of
weeks ago, he's going to
turn all of his accounts
receivable over to him.

The women of Aphrodite
were truly surprised by
their "man" of the year
award. A lot of credit
should go to TSARUS
for their selection. And
they say the men and women of the Gay commu
nity can't work togeth
er.
Who
would
have
thought a macho group
like
TSARUS
would
choose a women's group
for their award? Took
guts!

The Memphis Gay Coa
lition decided to ar
range a Gay community
meeting similar to the
one that started the Aid
to End Aids Committee
last year. The purpose
is to gauge support for
the establishment of a
Gay Community Center.
The meeting will be in
early March.

Rumor has it that As
Is, a play about AIDS
which recently closed on
Broadway will be the
opening play of the sea
son for Circuit Play

1
1268 Madison Ave.

Memphis, Tl\l

(901) 726-9011

MOME PARTY!!
J-WAGS CELEBRATES
OUR 19TH ANNIVERSARY
WITH A 20 HOUR CELEBRATION!
20 HOURS OF OLD TIME SPECIALS
700 Bottle Beer
450 Draught
ALL DAY

PLUS

FREE BEER BUST
9 PM to 11PM
(All you can Drink)

The Management and Staff thank you
for making our bar the place to be.
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Dwight Eisen- hand: "I call upon all the next year may or
nPflfllPS
As the various players mandy,
. v
^
in the American polit- hower made a simple who love freedom to may not turn out to be
continued from page 13 ical
process
—
the appeal to those not in stand with us now. To- the moral equivalent of
uniform whose support gether we shall achieve D-Day, but one thing is
those two sides to joinP?^081*?.'
zealots, was nonetheless essen- victory."
.
. for certain: it won't be
forces to maximize the the .media» the constit- tial to the cause at What we are facing in a day at the beach.
spending power of that uencies
—
dust
off
their
currency
podiums and get.
th®
For * that
reason, ready
next
GRNL's lobbying and po- |°-^0U"d'K
Campaign
litical education activ-^11]1^ will be there, advo- _
ities have been joined fa*inj»'
RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS: Personal, non-commercial ads FREE.
with, and now are a part
on y°yr^behalf. lnLimit of 30 words (including address or phone number) and a $2
charge for use of our P.O. Box. Commercial ads at the rate of 20^ per
of the newly-expanded *
+
^+h~
word. $3 minimum. Phone numbers and zip codes are free. $2 addition
Human Rights Campaign ^ons°llda^d
^55^^
al charge for use of our P.O. Box. Deadline for ads is 5 days prior to the
ara
ttar
epar
ed
Fund. As the 1986 elecP^
/jf
h
publication date which is usually the last Friday of the month. Send to
tion looms ahead, and as^an ever to jlo what
Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
the battle lines we faceaaads
become
clearer,
real strength only can
LATE
40'S FREE GAY VISITORS
makes political, econom-aair,e externally ?
with ROOMMATE WANTED - GWM,
TO
NEW
ic, and strategic sense the support and mvolve- 2 BR Apt,
Midtown, WOULD LIKE TO MEET GUIDEBOOK
kind,
considerate
man ORLEANS and the Gulf
ment
f
mo
e
ad
near Overton Square for the Gay community
°
I ?
about 50 plus in the Ark- Coast. 98 pages, maps,
to mobilize its forcesIriember?.
jfhe. ^ay $150/MO + 1/2 utilities lamiss Area. Am not in- photos. A $3.95 value
as effectively as pos- community. Without Gay & phone - $100 deposit J
^ women and men at our call Rick - 274-0454 to the bar scene. Frank available from Gay Toursibje
appreciated, ist Council. Send $1.10
Those resources will be
when we hit the (May be hard to reach - letter
Write Dept A, Box 3038, in US Postage stamps
put to, perhaps, the beaches, we will not be keep trying.)
Memphis, Tn 38173-0038. ONLY to: Impact, PO
ultimate
test
between able to wage the battle
r—1
Box 52079, New Orleans
now and the November necessary
to
prevail EAST TENN ALTERNA
elections. How many can-against our enemies,
TIVE
LIFESTYLES FOR RENT: 1BR, MID-LA 70152.
Duplex
Apart
didates will we be able . Working just in Wash- (ETAL)
has
recently TOWN
to enlist as supporters
cannot van formed as a support, edu ment. French Doors, 10'WEST TENN AREA $175/mo,
6 GWM, 20'S, looking to
of our cause? How many tf118
fight. You must cational, and social or ceilings,
officeholders will we be stay on top of the AIDS ganization for Gay, Les month lease, $100 de-meet other males in &
posit,
274-6344
after
5.
around
Jackson
area.
able to count on to crisis, both the per- bian,
and
bisexual
Write with photo if posspeak up in their respec- sonal health issues and people in the Tri Ci
36 YRS OLD, sible:
Boxholder,
PO
tive
chambers
against the
political
ones, ties, TN and surround GW'M,
the bigots and homo- Learn about safe sex, ing areas. Activities of tall, hairy, health & Box 2767, Suite 102,
phobes who are commit- volunteer at your local the organization include exercise conscious, born Jackson, TN 38302.
ted to making our per- clinic,
write to your discussion groups, lec in Mphs, living in NYC
sonal
civil
liberties Senator and Representa- tures, films, AIDS out for 8 yrs. Owns a dance GWM IN 50'S LOOKING
GWM
21-32 for
the
victims of
their tive.
Get
involved, reach, public education, company & travels 3 mos FOR
possible 1
repressive legislation?
AIDS can be defeated, and social events. Meet out of the year for friendship,
1 relationship in
our civil rights can be ings are held weekly and pleasure. In March going on
Guinea, Fiji. Jackson TN area. Call
We, as a community secured. It will take are open to all inter to New
young
male B.R. 423-2684.
cannot "wait and see" *ime> money, and energy ested persons. For infor Seeking
from South to
what
the
answers
to from .a11 of vs' but we mation call (615) 753- lover
these questions will be. ea" mn:
. ,^
.... 6237 or write ETAL, Box move to NYC for mo- WM, 30, NON-SMOKER,
relationship. LIGHT
DRINKER,
We have to shape these . When
led-the allied 23063, Johnson City, TN nogamous
Should be sexually un- quiet, serious, dependanswers or our enemies tro°Ps £° ")eir landing 37614.
on the beaches of Nor
inhibited, enjoy give &able,
nice
looking,
will do it for us.
NATIONAL GAY/BI CON take relationship in &5'8", 145#, seeks girl
out
of
bed,
prefer
friend
or
roommate,
TACT CLUB for men &
thin.
w/little Nesbit, MS area, trailwomen.
Low
rates. young,
body hair, first prior-er park. Reply: ResiChicago — A study by those who don't. Women SASE: Dean, PO Box ities: creative, adven- dent,
PO
Box
569,
28781,
San
Jose,
CA
Loyola University indi who had a strong drive
turous, optimistic, ener-Southaven, MS 38671.
cates that men who want for intimacy, had a hap 95159.
getic,
non-smoker.
pier
life,
but
there
was
close relationships and
want more intimacy seem no change in their physi PHOENIX - GAY AA Ave*,
™ANK YOU - STEVE
to
cope
better
with cal health according to see listing in Informa 10003. Enclose photo.
GREGORY for your letstress and have fewer the study reported in tion and Services Direc
ters. Special thanks for
tory.
health
problems
than Cruise, magazine.
MCC OF THE TRI-the anonymous Memphis
CITIES,
PO
Box
1612,
of a complimentary
"wOMYN'S CAMPING OR
c°Py
of
Gaze and the
BUILDING LOTS FOR Johnson City, TN 37601, Co
of Advocate Men. SALE. One hour from (615) 926-3562, 7:00 PM T Py
Sunday,
Holston
Valley
«W.
Sowell
Memphis, secluded, easy
financing. For info send Unitarian Church, East
CELESASE to: Guinn-Gaylor ern Star Rd, Gray, TN. GAY MALE
WMCR,
Route
1,
n
Counce, TN 38326.
"bj Karfcu
MITY GROUP for Gays blue eyes, light brown
with
substance
abuse hair, 5'9", 172#. Enjoys
problems, meets every correspondence, reading:
Thursday at 7:30 PM. history,
biographies,
lor
more
information poetry.
T.W.
Sowell,
please call Dale at 926- Route
1,
Box
183
3562 or Sue at 926-7704. Michie, TN 38357.
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Like to run or Bicycle?
Join Frontrunners, Mem
phis'
Gay
aerobics
group. The next meeting
is scheduled for Febru
ary 15th at 7:30 PM.
Call Rick at 2740454
for details or write PO
Box
40311,
Memphis
38174-0311.

117S:

What does the Memphis
Gay Coalition do for
you?
It
prints
this
paper for one thing. Sup
port MGC. Meetings at
Peabody & McLean Library February 3rd and 17th,
7:30 PM, Meeting Room

Information and Services
MEMPHIS

George's: 600 Marshall
- 526-1038.
ORGANIZATIONS
J-Wags: 1268
Madison
A
Cappella
Chorus: Ave - 726-9011.
(Church of Christ) Box Jackie's: 1474 Madison
11616, Memphis 38111.
Ave. - 272-1104.
Aid To End AIDS Com The Pendulum: 92 N Ava
mittee
(ATEAC):
Box lon (Upstairs)
- 72540389, Memphis 38174- 1530.
0389.
P.W.
Bumps:
238
N
American
Civil Liber Cleveland - 726-9953.
ties
Union (ACLU):
MISCELLANEOUS
85 Union Ave., Memphis Advocate Book Center:
38103 - (901) 521-9875. 3460 Airways, - 345Black and White Men To 1751.
gether: Box 41773, Mem Airport Adult Theatre:
phis 38104 - 272-3705, 2214 Brooks Rd E - 345278-7092, or 726-1461.
0657.
Frontrunners of
Mem Aladdin's Ladds: 278phis: Box 40311, Mem 9999.
phis 38174-0311.
Book Cottage (Overton
GALA: Students for Gay Square): 2113 Madison
and Lesbian Awareness - Ave - 726-5857.
Room
425,
University The Book Mart: 852 S
Center, Memphis State Cooper - 278-9546.
Univ., Memphis 38152.
Cherokee Adult Book
Memphis Center for Re store:
2947 Lamar
productive Health: 1462 744-7494.
Poplar
Ave,
Memphis Club South: 628 Madison
38104 - 274-3550.
- (901) 525-2582 - CBC
Memphis Gay Coalition: affiliated.
Box 3038, Memphis 38173- Encore Cards and Gifts:
0038 - 726-GAYY.
1266 Madison Ave - 722—
Mystic Krewe of Aphro
dite: Box 41822, Mem Fantasy World: 1814 Win
phis 38174-1822.
chester - 346-2086.
National
Organization Georgetown Inn: 628-630
for Women (NOW): Box Madison Ave - Reserva
40982, Memphis 38104.
tions (901) 525-0725.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 454- Getwell Book Mart: 1275
6048.
Getwell - 454-7765.
Adult
Book
The Queen's Men: Box Getwell
Store: 1617 Getwell 3223, Memphis 38173.
Tsarus: Box 41082, Mem 745-9054.
Leather Limited Mem
phis 38174-1082.
Wings:
Box
41784, phis: 1474 Madison Ave.
(located in Jackie's) Memphis 38174-1784.
272-1104.
MEDIA
Ganymede: Computer Bul Men of Leather: 1268
(located
in
letin Board, 300 Baud, Madison
Free, Available 24 hrs, J-Wags) - 722-8963.
278-0167, Password-Gany Mid-Town Adult Thea
tre: 1360 Poplar - 725mede.
Gaze: newspaper - Box 4306.
3038,
Memphis 38173- Paris Adult Entertain
ment Centers 2432 Sum
0038 - (901) 454-1411.
Lambda Televideo: TV, mer - 323-2665.
Periodic
programs, Parkview Centers: 3340
Views
F.rom
10%, Poplar, Suite G-107 Memphis Cable channel 327-4625.
7 - Box 3038, Memphis Tobacco
Corner News
room: 669
Mendenhall
38173-0038.
Rd S - 682-3326 & 1803
HELPLINES
AIDS Switchboard: 726- Union Ave. - 726-1622.
4299.
Veteran's
Cab
Co:
Gay Switchboard: 726- 525-6681.
GAYY.
Narcotics
Anonymous:
276-LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
CLARKSVILLE
Suicide and Crisis Inter
vention: 274-7477.
ORGANIZATIONS
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Chapter
The
Alternative:
598 Clarks ville
TGCHR: Phone (615) 645Marshall - 526-1038.
The Apartment: 343 Ma 7118 For Information.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
dison - 525-9491.
Backstreet: 94 N Avalon The Office: 130 Frank
(Downstairs) - 278-9324. lin St - (615) 645-1157.
The Eighth Day: 1382 Raspberries: 125 Legion
St.
Poplar - 725-9877.

NASHVILLE

KNOXVILLE

LITTLE ROCK

ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS
American Civil
Liber aids response Knoxville: ACLU of Arkansas: Box
23A3'x
Knoxville 2832,
Little Rock AR
ties Union (ACLU): Box
37901
(615)
521-6546
7
7220$.
120160, Nashville 37212.
Arkansas
Gay Rights:
Conducters: Box 40261, PM-11 PM.
Dignity/Knoxville:
Box Box 3115, Little Rock
Nashville 37212.
Lifestyle Health Ser 9451, Knoxville 37920 - AR 72203.
Crisis Center: 664-8834
vices: 1729 Church St, (615) 577-3772.
10%:
Box (Ton free 1-800-482Nashville 37203 - (615) Knoxville's
9816, Knoxville 37940.
8886).
329-1478.
Community Gay Counseling Service:
Metropolitan
Community Metropolitan
Church: 131 I5th Ave N, Church: 3219 Kingston 409 Walnut, Little Rock
Nashville 37202 - (615) Pike, Box 2343, Knox- ad 79905 - (501) fifilville 37917 - (615) 521- 6455.
320-0288.
Nashville
C.A.R.E.S,:
m. tt«.
/r,. r,«
Grassroots
Women's
House: 1524 South SumPO Box 25107, Nash RESTAURANTS/BARS
Circle J: 310 Church mit> Little Kock AR
ville,
37202-5107
Ave - (615) 522-9312.
(501) 378-7851.
(615) 320-0288.
(Badlands): Great Men/BWMT: Box
Tennessee Gay Coalition Pepptertree
for Human Rights: Box 317 N Gay - (615) 525- 3123> Littie R0ck AR
24181, Nashville 37202. ^ * , TT ,c„i ,„U:A 72203 - (501) 374-3217.
Community
Womankind Health Ser Carousel II: 1501 White Metropolitan
Church: Box 1964, Lit
vice: 1727 Church St, - 1615) 522-6966.
Nashville 37203 - (615)
tle Rock AR 72203 329-1478.
(501) 666-2404.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
JACKSON, MS
National
Organization
B. Palola's: 1812 Hayes
for Women (NOW): Box
St - (615) 320-0713.
ORGANIZATIONS
KJIMJ
662, Little Rock AR
Cabaret: 1711 Hayes St American
Civil
Liber- 72203.
- (615) 320-7082.
ties Union (ACLU): 528 Parents and Friends of
The Chute: 2535 Frank North State St, Jackson Gays: Box 1839, Bateslin Rd - (615) 297-4571. MS 39205-2242 - (601) ville AR 72501.
The Jungle: 300 Fourth 355-6464.
MEDIA
Ave S - (615) 256-9411. Gay Switchboard: (601) Arkansas Advisor: newsOur Place: 2950 Nolens- 353-7611.
paper - Universal Pubville Rd - (615) 833- Integrity/Mississippi: lishers, Box 4397, Lit2219.
236 1/2 W Capitol (up- tie Rock AR 72214 Warehouse
28:
2529 stairs),
Jackson
MS (501) 225-1300.
Franklin Rd - (615) 385- 39216 - (601) 353-7611. RESTAURANTS/BARS
Lambda Group (Gay AA): The Branding Iron Sa9689.
236
1/2
W
Capitol
(uploon: 1701 University World's
End:
1713
Church St. - (615) 329- stairs) c/o Box 8342, (501) 663-8682.
Jackson MS 39204.
Calamity's: 5922 S Uni3480
(501) 562Metropolitan
Community versity
MISCELLANEOUS
Contemporary
Classics: Church: 236 1/2 W Cap- 9041.
1021
II:
(upstairs) - Box Discovery
2104 Eastwood Ave - itol
8342, Jackson MS 39204 Jessie nd - (501)
(615) 292-1958.
4784.
The General Store: 2535 - (601) 353-7611.
Gay
AlllPreston's: 5618 As her
Alii-Preston's:
Franklin (located in the Mississippi
Chute) - (615) 297-4571. ance: 236" 1/2 W Capitol Ave - (501) 562-7531.
(upstairs),
Box
8342,
Silver
Dollar Bar: 2710
CHATTANOOGA
Jackson
MS 39204 - Asher Ave - (501) 663(601) 353-7611.
9886.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
Gay/Lesbian
MISCELLANEOUS
Alan Gold's: 1100 Mc- Mississippi
Callie - (615) 629-8080. Democratic Party Cau- 4-Star Video: 5300 BaseGo Go: 1077 Duncan Ave cus: 236 1/2 W Capitol line Rd - (501) 562(upstairs),
Box
8342, 4762.
- (615) 698-1023.
Jackson
MS 39205 - University
Adult
ArMISCELLANEOUS
cade: 6316 Asher Ave Parkview: 8614 Harrison (601) 353-7611.
MEDIA
(501) 568-2952.
Bay, Harrison, TN 37341
This Month In Missis„m__
- TN 1-800-821-2914 JOHNSON CITY
Outside TN 1-800-233- sippi: newspaper - 236
1/2
W
Capitol
(up
3737.
ORGANIZATIONS
Adult: 1009 stairs), Box 8342, JackRiverside
Anonymity
Riverside Dr - (615) son MS 39205 - (601) Double
353-7611.
Group: (615) 926-3562 or
622-9335.
(615) 926-7704.
Video:
6309 RESTAURANTS/BARS
Startime
Bill's Disco and Show East
TN
Alternative
East
Brainard
Rd
Bar: 200 W Amite - Lifestyles (ETAL): Box
(615) 899-9714.
(601) 969-9765.
23063, Johnson City, TN
Cha Cha's: bar - 236 W 37614 - (615) 753-6237.
Capitol - (601)
352- Metropolitan
Community
9728.
Church of the Tri-CiSEWANEE, TN
Jack's Saloon: 208 W ties: Box 1612, Johnson
Capitol - (601) 354- City,
37601 (615)
MISCELLANEOUS 9588.
926-3562.
Boxwood Cottage: Bed & Jill's: 208 W Capitol Breakfast "in our home" (601) 354-9588.
RESTAURANTS/BARS
- (615) 598-5912. Zip Zan's: bar - 944 Robin- The Connection: 429 W
37375.
son
Walnut - (615) 928-9925.
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TQM PRESENTS
A Special Valentine Show

Featuring
SOOKIE SIMONE
Miss Gay Mid-South

SABLE STARR

TAMIKA ST. JOHN

Miss Gay Memphis 1986

Gay Memphis 1985

and
RAQUEL COLLINS

AT

THE PENDULUM
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13

9:00 p.m. $3.00

